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The Cmnese Logic of the Govemment．bllilt Market Ec佃omy
——Renection on the 40th AnIliVe瑙ary of Refo珊and opelling—up (4)

Yan Jingfeng
(＆^ooZ D7r肌把mmion以ReZ以iD瑚觎d凡6Zic A触瑙，凡d觎‰如e瑙浙，5^帆础反2D舛刀)

Abstract：With its forty years of practiee of refo咖and opening up，the Chinese have created the con—

temporary“wealth 0f nations”．This“wealth of nations”still revolves around the central pmposition of the rela．

tionship between the govemment and the market．The market economv was bom in the West，evolved f南m

germina上ion to maturitv in more than 500 vears and the“spontaneous expansion order”has graduaUv become

the dominant principle．Their economy is one kind of the spontaneous endogenous market economy．Unlike

the West，the starting point of Chinese marketization derived from the planned economv，and the govemment
has been the most important driving fbrce of marl【etization．It was due to the active constmction of the gov—

emment that the market economic svstem was established comparativelv quicklv，which is a kind of鼬vem．
ment—built market economv．When building the market economv， the Chinese govemment has successfullv

actiVated the passion and impulse of local govemments， enterprises and the people to become rich thmu曲
decentralization，and has successfully integrated the fbrces of the govemment，the marl(et and the societv to—

gether by promoting both market competition and political competition，thus cre砒ing the Chinese economic

miracle．To clarify the intemal mechanism of China’s “national wealth theory"is of鼬eat significance to the

clarification of the I．elationship between the霉．0vemment and the market， the necessitv of industrial policv，

the relationship between state—owned economy and private economv，the significance of China’s experience

to the world，and the driving force for further comprehensive deepening of refoms in the future．

Key words：govemment and market；spontaneous endogenous market economy；90vemment_built mar-

ket economy；Chinese economic miracle

Moral GoVemance in the Integ鞠ti仰of“S锄Zlli Yi Ti”

Vmage Sage Council淞the Subject of Moral DeHberation

Guo Xiajuan，Qin xiaomin

(16)

(．sc^DoZ旷几6fic-4。疗镜邢，Z危巧矗玎曙￡，ni秽e瑙i砂，厶fn峥^oM 3JD∞8)
Abstract：In recent vears，the IDle of the Village Sage Council in the govemance stllJcture of the“in．

tegration of self—govemance，moral govemance and rule of law”(San Zhi Yi Ti)in 11Jral village has caused

controversv and question in academic circles．Applving theories of Moral Govemance，Deliberative Democra．

cy and Ideal ObserVer to analyze the case of Village Sage Council in Deqing County of Zhejiang Pmvince，

this paper finds that Village Sage Council presents the features of neutralitv and impartialitv of “Ideal 0b．

senrers”，and fhnctions as the subiect of moral deliberation and deliberative democracv，and that the mech—

anism of operation depends on the moral subject’s self—regulation and exercises a significant mle in gover-

nance stlllcture of “San Zhi Yi Ti”．Therefore，as a subiect of moral deliberation，the Village Sage Councilis

not onlv necessary for resolving the failure of grassroots govemance，but also the innovation of deliberative

democracy in China’s settings．
Key words： deliberatiVe democracy； moral govemance； Village Sage Council；“Integmtion of Self—

Govemance，Moral Govemance，Rule of Law”；ideal observer theory

Systematic Reco邶truction of Rural DeUberative Democmcy：
A C嬲e Study on xiangshan’s“Ⅵllage瑙一tall【ing—af跚rs”Practice (26)

Wang Guoqin

(．Z危e托cmg慨￡ifM￡e o厂Admin诂￡九Ⅱion，日cm脬^ou 3JJJ2J)

Abstract：In the context of advancing the modemization of 11lral 90vemance and achieving G00d gover．

nance in 11lral areas，mml delibemtive democracv has achieved good results，but there are still many pmb—

lems in the design of the deliberative system and the pmliferation of this institution．The “Villagers—talking一
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a如irs”(村民说事)system was created in Xiangshan(象山)County，Zhejiang Province，in 2009．r11lis sys-

tem has realized the systematic reconstruction of mml deliberative democracy and ef亿ctively solved the

problems existing in the cun．ent 11lral deliberative democracy in China through the whole process of re-

sponse，implementation，and accountability，covering the seamless process of“Villagers—talking一础fairs，De-

liberating—village—affairs，Implementing—village一曲fairs，Villagers—assessing一础狐rs”，and by realizing the

diversification of panicipants，the systematization of functions，and the fuU embedding f而m ideology to in—

stitutional mechanisms．This provides an ef玷ctive sample for systematic reconstmction f而m practice to theory

in order to pmmote the modemization of 11Jral govemance in China．It has surpassed much local innovation

experience and has a broad space for theoretical elaboration．

Key words：villagers—talking一“hirs；11lral deliberatiVe democracy；11Jral goVemance；systematic re‘

constnlction

Mixed Representative：An Ins6tu60nal IIIIIovation in

Chi玳se Local Delibe船tive Democ翰cy (35)
Tan Huosheng

(Jsc^002 o厂Soc谢Sc如nces，弘i，咖眦‰i移e倦i￡y，Be巧i昭J00D84)
Abstract： Representative is a key feature of modem democracy．Although the issue of representative

has long been neglected，the academic circle has recognized the necessity and importance of it to the delib-

erative democmcy in recent years．7raking the MinzhuKentan(民主恳{炎)as an example，this anicle looks in-

to the institutional innovation in the representative mechanism of local deliberation f而m two different dimen-

sions： descriptive dimension and implementing dimension．卟is article holds that a mixed representative o-

ri如nated f而m local delibemtive pmctice combines difkrent kinds of representative together，such as elective

representation and selec“ve representation，the elite and the mass，delegate and trustee．This institution of

mixed representative not only satisfies the practical needs of local govemance，but also challenges the idea of

Dure statistical representative in westem deliberative democmcy， promoting scholars to rethink the mecha-

nism of representative in the theory of deliberative democracy．

Key words：deliberative democracy；representative；mixed representative；capacity of deliberation

Eco呐mic P0licy U眦ertainty and Macr∞conolllic FIuctllatio吣of Cm腑：
A Revisit from Pe璐pectiVe of Time-Varying Analysis (43)

Zhang Bingbing，Zhu Jing，Kong Lelan

(＆^002矿＆o加mfcs帆d胁巩q眇胀m，舭阿f愕A北u如M以跏面e咫渺，』、7嘶ing 2JDD鳄)
Abstract：This paper 6rstly analyzes the theoretical mechanism of the impact of economic policy uncer．

taintv on macroeconomic nuctuations．then， based on China’s economic policy uncenainty index and mea-

sures economic nuctuation by HP 6lter method．We obsen，e the impaction of economic policy uncertainty

shock on economic nuctuation which synthesizing a variety of macmeconomic factors by SV—TVP—VAR mod—

e1．Our results reveal a few stylized facts including：Economic nuctuation reacts to economic policy uncer-

taintv shock both positively and ne#ratively and shows persistent time—varying characteristics： this reaction

nuctuates up and down and converses positive or nega“ve ef．fect f}equently bef．ore 2010； this Ieaction ap-

pearS “V”features and always positive fmm 20l 1 to 2016．Economic policy uncertainty is becoming impor-

tant factor on impacting macroeconomic nuctuations in China．The reaction of economic nuctuation to con-

surrler price index shock continues to rise and always is positive，but there are dif亿rences on rising I．ates a-

mong difkrent periods；the reaction of economic nuctuation to money supply shock shows double “V”f色a-

tures and positively all the time．Therefore，aiming to difkrences on cun．ent economic application，the gov-

emment should give the choice of the con℃sponding macroeconomic policy tools both promptly and distinctly

to reduce negative shock ef亿ct of economic policy uncenainty．

Key words：economic policy uncertainty；economic nuctuation；macro—control；SVAR model

f1．

H

Resource System，Family Network Depende眦y锄d the Gr删th of

Pea鼢nt—Established S呦¨TOurism Enterpris骼

Zhang Huanzhou‘，Li Qiuchen92，Huang Zuhui3

(52)

＆|}looZ矿抚tern以幻n以肪。加，形∞d％Ⅱ瓜m M帆q萨撇眦，历可in，lg，n￡em越幻凡以＆删‰‰劫ers蚵，
伽铲b“3JODJ2；2．sc^ooZ矿％Ⅱ瓜m帆d啪帆一Ru删只口n凡i昭，孤fi饥g Go，垮，l锄g踟历ers话缈，

H哗如M 3JoDJ8；3．现i舭Ac础w弦尺H删珧口e却舢m，27l盯i讲培‰如e巧妙，舶睁^oM 3J筋8)
Abstmct：Resources acquisition is the basis of entrepreneu“aI success．In Rural areas that are charac-
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terized by limited level of e conomic development and market mechanism， the familv network serves as an

important channel for entrepreneurs’access to imponant entrepreneurial resources．On the basis of the types

of embedded I．esouI℃es， this paper decomposes entrepreneurial peasants’ social network into three dimen．

sions of advice， asset， and emotional networks， and analvzes the impact of each network’s “familv depen．

dency”on the gro卅h of small accommodation fi瑚s established bv peasants．An empirical study of 205 small

tourism 6nns reveals that：“family dependencv”on asset and emotional network has a signi6cantly inverted

U—shaped impact on business growth．That is，a moderate level of dependency on familv fbr asset and emo．

tional support can facilitate finn growth， but after certain extent， the impact tums negative．This paper en—

riched theoI．etical research of familv network and peasant entrepreneurship，and also had implications fbr en—

trepreneurial practitioners．

Key words：ruraltourism；family network dependency；peasant entrepreneurship；small business铲。叭h

Media Slant on China and Tr岫p’s Job Approval (60)

Jiang Lihan，Shi Jinchuan

(&^ooZ o厂眈onomics，历e托吼g‰劫e邢浙，日帆昭^oM 3JDD27)

Abstract：Although the debate about“China—US trade war”caused a serious panic in financial markets

around the world，the US president Donald Tmmp’s job approving rate had a continuous increase during this

period．As the media is the source of political infb珊ation of the public， we aI．e curious about the political

I．ole U．S．media plays，which is also connected with the media slant on China under the condition of trade—

war debate．FirstIy，comparing with reports f而m other English—speaking countries，we identify the U．S．me—

dia slant on China in tems of topic selection based on machine leaming methods．Then，we build topic—ori．

ented news indexes and explore their impacts on Trump’s iob approval using SVAR model．Results reveal

that tarif|_o“ented news，which is based on cuHent affairs，has a signi6cant positive impact on iob approval

and explains much better than previous choice． However， companv—oriented news and market—oriented

news， which are based on media’s selection， have no persistent impact on voter’s political choice．These

conclusions are mbust even under the control of event shock．

Key wOrds：“China—US trade war”；China news；media slant；machine learning；SVAR model

Comparison on Fertmty

ordinary WOmen and the

IntentiOn of Two Cllild for Educated Women and

Policy Implication：A SurVey of Zhejiang ProVince (68)
Zhang Yongmei

(SchDDf D厂Jscie，}ce，H￡五z^oM Uni秽e，-s如y，日￡厶z矗oM 3』3()()D)

Abstract：An Analysis on the Fertility Intention of difkrent people is very important to forecast fenility

rate，eValuate and improVe the uniVersal two—child family policy．This paper gives investigation and compari-

son of the two—child fbnility intention of educated women and ordinaIv women under the two—child policv，

based on the survey data of professional women with child—bearing age in Zheiiang province．The results

demonstrated that there is no appaI．ent difkrentiation on fenilitv intention between educated women and ordi—

nary woman，the fertilitv intention ratio is respectively．28．1％and 26．6％．There are apparent dif如rences be．

t、veen the two#即ups in reproductive needs and subiective thought of birth cost．Under a binary logistic re—

gression model，women are not presented with a simple linear correlation between education and fertilitv in—

tention．Younger，healthy and with goVemment—sponsored employment wiU signi6cantly increase the willing—

ness of having two children for women．Ma耐ed nonparous educated women who are in management post，with
the idea as“letting the child has acompanion”have a signi6cant positive impact on the two—child fbrtilitv in．

tention．TIaditional conception of fertility，family income，has no significantlv impact on educated woman’s

fertility desire，but，it has signi6cantly impact on ordinary woman’s．We suggested that stren昏hening the

concept of coopemtive goVemance．The gender equality should be promoted in public p01icy．Re6ning the

content of birth suppon and creating a friendly policy enVimnment for fertility．

Key words：fertilitv intention；educated women：A Universal Two—Child Policv：innuence factor

An IntergenerationaI Perspective Research into the Relationship betweenⅣIarital Satisfaction

and Modes of Marriage and Fertmty among Rural—to—Urban Migmnt Workers (77)
Chen Lil．Yu Linwei2

(1．sc^00f o厂讹凡矧He以琥；2．&^oof o厂尸％fic日e以琥肌d肘帆q妒，聊m，彤e舷危ou肘ed记以‰劫e瑚i竹，
形e，Lz危o“325D35)

Abstract：Based on the data of love and ma而age among 11lral—to—urban migrant workers in 2016，this
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paper explores the status of m赫tal satisfaction and modes of m撕tal and fenility among mral—to—urban mi-

grant workers，and analyzes the effect of m秭age relationship and fenility on marital satisfaction f如m the

perspective of inte耶reneration．The results show that the level of migrant workers’m撕tal satisf．action is high

and there is no di丑brence between the first—generation migrant workers and the second一躬nemtion migrant

workers．Modes of m撕tal and fenilitv could significantly“论ct the marital satisfaction．Those with the views

that women and men are on equal te肿s，without extramarital afhir and living to擘rether with spouses， are

more satis6ed witll their maniages．Furthe咖ore，view of ma“tal autonomy is the key f．actor f．or the martial

satisfaction among second—generation mig瑚【Ilt workers，while first marriages and male ofbpring are key fac-

tors for the martial satisfaction among the first—generation migrant workers．This gene阳tion gap is due to the

difference on intemal chamcteristic，舯wing experience and m枷age values of these two generations．

Key wOrds：generation gap；migmnt workers；models of m撕tal and fertiIity；marriage satisfaction

The htervenUon锄d Produc60n of Space to Jus6∞

——蚰U地Space Th∞ry Pml伽phy锄d山e Spa∞CriUci锄of Ma哺锄 (86)

“Wuzhuang

(＆‰Z D厂坛张豇m。艇’帆Po研ec^n记‰面e倦浙，艇’∞7J『剃8)
Al'stI·act： It is a long time since the issues on space intenrening justice and continuous production of

various sDaces of iustice h鹊been around．After the discussion of the ancient experiential metaphysics space

and the modem scientific space，westem philosophy，especiaUy the Descanes， descended f}om the Cane．

sian，the body and body direction of the space were gradually displayed，gaining maturity with Melo Ponti

and Heidegger．Among the Westem spatial na眦tions，LefebVre’s theory of“social space”is a great discoV-

ery，but it is diⅡ．erent f南m the theory

latter is deeply ingmined，more

of space pIDduction(space
critical and practical．When we

practice)in the sense of Manc，because the

review the various spatial facets of Westem

Philos叩hy(including Westem Marxist doctrine)and renect on the theory of MaD【’s social space，we h叩e to

re址ze the following：On the one hand，we are expected to promote the theory of Man【’s social space on the

basis of resource extraction，and stren舀hen the theoretical explanatory power and realistic penetmting power

of the new era；on the other hand，we aI．e expected to I．espond to the“unbalanced and insumcient space de-

velopment"in the new em，hoping to get an appropriate local space plan f而m the perspectiVe of renection

and criticism．

Key words：westem philosophy；space justice；MaD【ism；social space theory．

The C伽Ist川cti蚰of“Historical Scien∞”M in the C仰text of Das KapitaI (93)
f-ang Rui

(＆．}looZ铲朋初％西m，刀i巧i锄g E，n面e耶i秒，日哗^oM 3JoD_28)

Abstmct：Studies on how to interpret MaⅨ’s concept of “historical science”mainly focus on reveal．

ing the connotation of this concept，instead of making an in—deptIl analysis of its possible methodological is—

sues．In the process of constmcting “historical science"，by distinguishing two dif亿rent 6elds of historical

research，Marx limited the“historical science”to the economic conditions of production identi6able by the pre．

cision of natural science．Based on this limitation，MaⅨapplied the “f而m concrete to abstract"method as

its premise to fully possess materials to establish the“accuracy of natuml science”．At the same time，by the

analysis of the boundaI丫of He；rel’s concept dialectics，Marx dialecticaUy described，in the Das Kapital，the
intrinsic relationship between the process of“commodity_cun．ency—’capital"and the process of transfoming
value into surplus value bv the method of“f而m abstract to concrete”．In the end，Ma玎【successfuUy constnJct．

ed the methodolo}w of“historical science"under the exploI．ation of“pI．ecise research methods”and“reason．

able expr．ession methods”．

Key words：Marx；Das Kapital；historical science；methodolog)r

The T豫曲ti蚰from De矗mti伽of H岫an-Natu№by Emoti蚰
and D商№to Li and Qi D娟Ili6蚰

Ji Jincai
(100)

(＆^ooZ旷月b幻可帆d仇如ure，鼽帆南昭‰西e瑙妙，五n觎25DDDD)
Abst瑚吣t：The Confucianism before the Song Dynasty defined Human Nature by emotions and desires，

but failed to identify whether Human Nature was good or evil and failed to confi咖the sources of good and

evil Human NatuI．es．In the Song dynasty，f．aced with the connict of Buddhism and utilitadan secular Confu·
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cianism，the Neo—Confueians advocated de6ning Human Nature by Li and Qi．7Ihe Neo—Confucians analyzed

the source and essence of human nature f而m the perspeetives of ontology and metaphysics，which not only

completelv solved the problem of being good or evil'but also difkred Cord'ucianism f而m Buddhism in human

nature theories．The Neo—Confucians defined the Human NatuI．e to be Ren Yi Li Zhi and Xin。and founded a

training method difbrent from secular Confucianism called Xunxing(following nature)．The breakthrough and

innovation of Neo—Confucianism in Song Dynasty can be widely applied with in the cIeative transfb瑚ation of

excellent Chinese traditional cultures and innovative development at the present．

Key words：Confucius，Mencius and Xun；Neo—Confucianism in Song Dynasty；Ontology of Emotion；

0nt0109y of Qi；training method；transition

The Lv X眦Theory：“IIllleritance of the Central Plai琳Lite阳ture”

and Its Ideological Ori西n (107)
Zhu Xiaopeng

(日on昭^oM J7、，DrJ7t以E，hi∥e，s i￡y，厶懈^D酩3J J J2J)
Abstract：As a faⅡ10us thinker in the Southem Song DynastV，Lv Zuqian founded his Lv Xue Theory，

an important branch of Zhejiang school of philosophy during Southem Song Dynasty．It was recognized by a—

cademic circles that this theory was deeplV innuenced by his family learning heritage and also had“inheri-

tance f而m the Centml Plains Literature”．However，there were many difkrent understandings in the aca-

demic circles as to what Lv’s family learning and Lv Xue Theory’s“inheritance of the Central Plains Litera—

ture”were，which fhrther involved in the understanding of the ideological origin and nature issues of IⅣXue

theory．In fact， Lv Zuqian’s “inheritance of the Central Plains L“erature"meant that a large number of

valuable books fmm the Central Plains of the original cultural center still were retained in the family after

thev moved south心er the war，even further refe耐ng to Lv’s family leaming literature which derived f而m a

number of textual materials that had been used to record the understanding， interpretation， and teaching of

the various sch01ars of the Central Plains on various classics， 1aws． mles， etc．， as well as on the stories，

remarks， accounts， and public accounts of Various sages

Zuqian’s inheritance of both his family leaning and the

since the Northe玎l Song Dynasty．Therefore， Lv

“the Central Plains Literature”was itself precisely

the academic ideolo霉w of the entire Northem Song Dynasty and its cultural spirit．This also illustrates the own

origins of Lv Xue Theory．Although boITowing widely others’stmng points and being open to other thought，

his leaming was not a simple synthesis of the opinions of the public， but independent doctrine on their

own， outstanding as one school of his own．They eventually became the typical representatives of the basic

spirit of Zhe Xue school philosophy during Southern Song Dynasty in their own unique ideological mute and

a wide dimension of thinking．

Key words：Lv Xue Theory； “inheritance of the

Xue school philosophy during south哪song Dynasty

Central Plains Literature"；ideological origin；Zhe

The Question of Yan Fu：Between Evolution and Ethics

Gao“ke

(115)

(Dep删胱m o厂．socioZ9∥，历e面∞g‰面e珊妇，日嘴^ou 3JOD58)
Abstract：The Evolution and Ethics thought of Yan Fu is the enlightenment theoIy which had the most

Drofound innuence in the late Qing Dynasty．It has pmvoked a profound idea revolution of new world view

and value svstem，spread the modem ideas such as“evolution”，“competition"and“ref0瑚"，and stimulat—

ed nationalism in a whole generation to protect the country and the race．However，The Evolution and Ethics

thou幽t 0f Yan Fu。which combined the Dar衍nian survival competition with the jungle law of the imperialis-

tic intemational politics，canjed a strong tendencv of social Darwinism．7I、he Evolution and Ethics thought of

Yan Fu is difkrent both from I)alwinian biological evolution and humanism evolution of Huxley and Spencer

that emphasizes civilization triumphs over barbarism．Instead，Yan Fu，by translating Huxley’s work，recon—

stIucted Chinese version 0f“Self—preservation and race—protection”，which became a strong enlightenment

theory in the late Oing Dvnastv beset with crises．But this thought contains the logic of sunrival competition，

law of iungle and philosophy of force which strongly violates ethics and humanity．Accordindy，the Evolution

and Ethics though is a double—edged sword，which contains deep tension between evolution and ethics．The

dilemma of comDetition and ethics became the to册ent that confused Yan Fu over his lifetime， and is stiU

confhsing Chinese in the social transition of 21 st century．

Key words：Yan Fu；Darwin；evolution；ethics；enlightenment
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A Study on the Regional Factors and CuIturaI Co衄otation of the

Newly Unearthed Porcelain Epitaph in shanglin Lake (126)

Meng Guodong

(Ce凡招r加r五觎朋，伽，CHZfMre Sfu以es，劢哆面口n营Ⅳbrm以【m西e昭i￡y，五凡^Mo 32JOD4)
Abstract：Since the beginning of the 20th century，more than 1 00 porcelain epitaphs in 7Ihng and FiVe

Dvnasties have been unearthed f而m Shanglin Lake，which is 10cated in Counties of Cixi and Yuyao of Zhe-

jiang Province．Shanglin I丑ke is the main production area of Yue Kiln during the Tang and FiVe Dynasties．

With greatly developed porcelain technologies，it has a long history of pIDducing pot—sh印ed porcelain．IJ0cal

residents have made a lot of 10cal materials， which contributed to the appearance of these special， diversi-

6ed types of porcelain epitaphs．The porcelain epitaphs not only have the stylistic f．eatures of mature epitaph，

but also carry special chronicle function．They recorded the four places and details of sales of the cemetery，

as well as the direction of the cof．fins，which provided an important text basis for us to understand the local

funeral customs．

Key words：Shanglin Lake；porcelain epit印h；region；chmnicle function；cultural connotation

The Renection on Leisure Revolution in the Micro Era

Pan Liyong，KouYu

(134)

(|sc^DoZ o厂日“m伽捌es，主流e托伽g矾z扬e邝i押，日甜懈危DM 3JDD28)

Abstract：“Science and Technolo#Ⅳchange the human 1ife”，but，to some extent，it also dispels the t11le

qualitv of human existence．Science and technology have a double—edged ef．fect on the human lif宅．Rousseau

and Thoreau have coincidentally demonstmted or practiced this proposition with more than one hundred years

apart．Nowadays，while people are enjoyin只leisure universally，they are welcoming the “Micro Era”——a
new era of science and technolog!Ir．While the leisure e珩ciency has been pmmoted conveniently and fast in

the Micro Era，there are a varietv of issues to be solved，for instance， fragmentation of info珊ation recep—

tion，the lack of the sense of presence，the decline of leisure quality and the addiction to virtual instanta—

neous experience．To leisure， the arrival of the Micro Era is not only an era opportunity， but also a chal—

lenge to the times．To promote the development of leisure in the Micm Era，people should make fuU use of

their subject consciousness and fhllv embody human’s aesthetic and humanistic fbelings．While constantly

develoDing science and technolo#眄，people should maintain the humanistic factor which is eharacterized by

“nature”and “authenticity”of leisure activities with aesthetic and humanistic feelings．In the end，leisure

activities will tIuly become the process and way of developing and pe—’ecting human nature．

Kev words：Micm—Era；leisure revolution；aesthetic；humanity

Sharing Economy and“Sharing Type”Sodal Work System
He Fan91，Liu Guohan2

(1．＆^oof Q厂胍巩q尹胱眦，commu乃ic以如n‰劫e瑙毋旷劢盯i肌g，日帆乎胁“3J∞船；2．￡删&^ooZ，
历e托帆g．sci一死c^‰讹墙浙，日帆昭^ou 3J『DoJ8)

Abstract：This paper I．egards“Shared Development”as the core value of social work in the new era，and

focuses on the possibility that shared economy， as a new mode of social resource allocation， based on its

value concept and resource platfom，is inv01ved in the construction of new social work system．It centers

around fbur points including the “shared”goal of social work value，“shared”content fhmeworl【of social

work．“sharing”type of social work and social management innovation， “shared"evaluation system of social

work．The“sharing tvpe”social work svstem should abandon the traditional mentality and social worker strat．

egy and take social worl【as an imponant component of social govemance．The constlllction of a sharing type

svstem should plav an essential I．ole in the course of social development and build a fksh fbundation of the

social work system．

Key words：sharing economy；shared development；social work evaluation system

Identity Concerns and other Issues Related to the Academic Dependency

and Anti—dependency (146)
Sun Zhen

(MQ￡吼Un溺e『s祝y《Scie聪e Qnd Tec‰togy)
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